 Memo.No.G/2189/2018

Dt.15.06.2018


2. This Office Letter of Even No. 22.05.2018.

&&&&

In the G.O. under reference cited, Government has permitted to engage the services of (37) Junior Assistants and (162) Office Subordinates on outsourcing basis for the Academic Year 2017-18 in (18) Government Polytechnics subject to the condition that the renewal shall be strictly based on actual requirement with reference to admissions and based on the similar conditions as stipulated in G.O.Rt.No.183, Higher Education (TE) Department, dt. 12.07.2017. The details as below.

2. This Office has sent a revised proposed guidelines to the Government for Engaging of outsourcing services of Junior Assistants and Office Subordinates for the Academic Year 2018-19 vide reference 2nd cited and orders of the Government awaited. The issue of renewal by Government will be done in due course & States that the orders are valid for the entire academic year.

3 In the above circumstance, the Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad is hereby directed that the Junior Assistants/ Office Subordinates who were on rolls during academic year 2018-19 shall report on 01.06.2018 in the same station where there were working as on the last working day of academic year 2017-18. These orders are valid till 30.06.2018 or further orders which ever earlier.

4. The orders are valid until the renewal process is completed for the academic year 2018-19. No new Junior Assistant and Office Subordinates shall be engaged under any circumstances.

5. The receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.

Sd/-Navin Mittal
COMMISSIONER

To:
The Principals concerned.
Copy to the RJD(TE), Hyderabad.

//F.B.O//

SUPERINTENDENT

GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA::HYDERABAD
GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA::: HYDERABAD

Memo .No.G/2189/2018
Dt: 17-07-2018


Ref:- 1. G.O.Ms.No. 183, Higher Education (TE), Department , Dt. 12.07.2017
2. This Office Letter of even No., dt.22.05.2018
3. This Office Memo of Even No. dt. 15.06.2018

Sd/-Navin Mittal
COMMISSIONER

In the G.O. under reference cited, Government has permitted to engage the services of (37) Junior Assistants and (162) Office Subordinates on outsourcing basis for the Academic Year 2017-18, in (18) Government Polytechnics subject to the condition that the renewal shall be strictly based on actual requirement with reference to admissions and based on the similar conditions as stipulated in G.O.Rt.No. 183 Higher Education (TE) Department dt. 12.07.2017. The details as below.

2. This Office has sent a revised proposed guidelines to the Government for engaging of outsourcing services of Junior Assistants and Office Subordinates for the Academic Year 2018-19 vide reference 2nd cited and orders of the Government awaited. The issue of renewal by Government will be done in due course & states that the orders are valid for the entire academic year.

3. In Continuation of this Office memo under reference 3rd cited, engaging of outsourcing services of Junior Assistants and Office Subordinates are hereby extended from 01.07.2018 to 31.07.2018 or further order whichever is earlier and no new Junior Assistant and Office Subordinates shall be engaged under any circumstances.

4. The receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.

Sd/-Navin Mittal
COMMISSIONER

To
The Principals concerned.
Regional Joint Director of Technical Education, Hyderabad

//F.B.O//

SUPERINTENDENT